
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

So he stopped at the door of a small office, and turned the knob
_________ hesitatingly.
1.

rather

O mother, I am sure, _________ sure, that I shall see him again.2. quite

They now exchanged _________ ponderous compliments on their
respective birthdays.
3. rather

Our first example is the November moth-a _________ dingy and very
variable species that may be found almost everywhere in October and
November.

4. rather

Instead, he looked _________ sheepish and drew alongside his wife in
proper humility.
5. rather

If she was _________ sincere, he felt almost aggrieved.6. quite

When they were _________ ready they locked up the house and set out for
the town.
7. quite

His wife brought him a towel and a basin of cold water, and presented them
to him _________ absently.
8.

rather

He went _________ unsteadily downstairs and a few minutes afterwards
she found him sitting on the terrace wall.
9. rather

On one side of it there was a painted chest, which contained Leo's
_________ scanty wardrobe.
10.

rather

It was _________ tiresome, though at the same time interesting work, to
see the yacht lifted gradually up step by step, while the water rushed down
from the lock above to raise that on which we floated to its own level.

11. rather

I present, first, three vases of _________ eccentric shapes, the basins of
which are shallow and in two cases are flat bottomed.
12. rather

He was _________ willing to go one hundred and fifty miles, and to take
the advice of this little maid.
13. quite
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As the waters rose, therefore, and gradually submerged this primeval
forest, a _________ dismal spectacle was presented of decay and
destruction.

14.
rather

Mary answered _________ shyly, explaining her situation, while Marjorie
looked on with affectionate eyes.
15. rather

She had got bent into a certain shape, however, and her brother and
sister felt _________ safe on her account.
16.

quite

He had seen _________ enough of his new subjects before he was six
months among them, and more important interests called him home.
17. quite

The woman looked as if she thought this was needless, seeing it was
quite, _________ certain they would never come back.
18.

quite

The fact I next remarked was that he was very badly frightened, so
frightened, in fact, that his face was the tint of a _________ soiled white
glove.

19.
rather

It would have been _________ awkward, however, to look up a shelter for
the night at such short notice, and therefore Sam Norton's invitation was
particularly welcome.

20. rather
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